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How I was involved… 

I decided to participate in a July conference “Digital And Information 

Technologies In Electronic Media Industries 2015” organised by my university to 

improve my English skills, particularly a technical side of it. Reading different 

sources and articles in English, making my own presentation and generally being 

involved in a young-student-researching contest was a great chance to challenge 

myself. I enjoy such events; they keep your brain sharp. I was glad my effort was 

rated highly and my presentation let me win the IABM Educational Foundation 

grant. It was an honour for me to be chosen to present my institute in the IBC 

2015.  

 

… then the journey began 

Day 1 – Getting to the hotel 

We arrived on Wednesday evening. I was in Amsterdam before, in February 

of 2013, so I had some image of how to 

get the city. Schiphol was built nicely with 

clear signs and floor plans. We easily 

found the train platform to get to the 

Center Station.  

The canal ferries to the north part 

provided a nice view. I was pleased to take 

a ferry twice a day during the week; the rides were either waking you up or rocking 

you to better sleep.  



Day 2 – First impressions 

On Thursday we went to RAI centre. When I got there I was impressed by 

its sheer size. The building itself can really handle a huge amount of visitors. 

Automatic doors inside kept reminding me of “Hitchhiker’s Guide” movie though 

unfortunately they were not voiced. Sometimes they were confused whether I want 

to go through them or not. That day was also the last day of exhibition preparations 

so there were a few people wondering around the building and its territory. That 

means the exhibition attracts far more people than the conference part of the IBC 

which was started already.  

At the registration I was handed a nice bag full of IBC 2015 knowledge: 

floor plan, exhibitor list, and conference agenda. But the bag was a bit too heavy 

and not really comfortable to carry around so I left it in my room later and 

continued using my electronic substitute for all these books: the IBC application on 

my tablet. I really enjoyed using the app during that week though it looks a bit raw 

and gothic because of colour choice. All the information such as lectures, company 

stands and map of the building were stacked in roughly half a kilogram device. For 

a little girl like me it was a relief to use an app instead of heavy books. 

I was also charmed by attentive staff. The registration and information desks 

were very nice answering all the vital questions I had (Wi-Fi passwords, difference 

between Golden and Silver passes, and availability of refreshment credits on 

Student Passes which, sadly, turned out to be negative). They also provided us with 

free tram tickets. It was a very nice bonus to our Silver Passes. 

After wandering around the place we got some free time. Since I had been to 

Amsterdam two years earlier and had seen most of places there, I decided to spend 

my free evening on some lectures that were interesting for me: “Are Video Shorts 

the New Format for TV?” and “Keynote: The Big Question: Is TV facing up to the 

Internet Era?” It is obvious YouTube has a huge impact on modern broadcast. I 

don’t watch TV in a traditional way but I’m a fan of YouTube. Science videos, 

recorded lectures and conferences, entertaining videos, news – this is all I can find 

in the Internet, e.g. YouTube.  

http://www.ibc.org/seminar/Are-Video-Shorts-the-New-Format-for-TV
http://www.ibc.org/seminar/Are-Video-Shorts-the-New-Format-for-TV
http://www.ibc.org/seminar/The-Big-Talking-Point-The-internet-era-of-TV-is-here-right-So-how-well-is-TV-tackling-the-key-issues
http://www.ibc.org/seminar/The-Big-Talking-Point-The-internet-era-of-TV-is-here-right-So-how-well-is-TV-tackling-the-key-issues


Day 3 – First experience at taking interviews 

Friday started with the lecture “Paper Session: High Efficiency Video 

Coding Meets UHDTV Broadcasting”. Luckily I just had studied some about of 

compressions so I enjoyed the fact I understood the topic and problems that were 

discussed there. But I had to sneak out the auditorium after two presentations to get 

to the meeting in the IABM Lounge. I met other students there that won the grant 

to visit IBC. They appeared to be very nice young engineers interested in their 

particular fields of research and studying. The IABM representatives turned up to 

be attentive and friendly to us. It was a pleasure to get acquainted with Lisa Collins 

and Lorenzo Zanni, and, of course, to see Dr Martin Salter again. They welcomed 

us warmly and shared some information about the IBC and our future meetups. 

Then it was time for exhibition explore. Frankly, I got to remember the 

labyrinth only several days later – so crammed with different companies’ stands 

the building was. The exhibition area reminded me of a little broadcasting country 

in a country (the Netherlands in this case). And I was happy to be a tourist there. 

Especially thanks to Prof Konstantin 

Glasman, our curator, for arranging a 

stunning mini excursion around a 

Panasonic stand. Our guide, a young 

Russian engineer and Panasonic worker, 

Nikolay Shatin showed us all the 

presented cameras and answered all our 

questions patiently. He also kindly agreed 

to give us an interview the next day for a report video that my colleague Olga and I 

were making. Then we visited the NHK stand with astonishing 8K videos and a 

little “kawaii” OLED screen which pixels you couldn’t even notice – it was 

fantastic. And we couldn’t resist to take a short interview from an NHK 

representative, Hiroyuki Kaneko, mostly because we liked a presentation about 8K 

in Japan in the morning conference session and wanted to hear a bit more about it. 

Then we had an appointment with Prof David Crawford to take his interview for 

http://www.ibc.org/seminar/High-Efficiency-Video-Coding-Meets-UHDTV-Broadcasting
http://www.ibc.org/seminar/High-Efficiency-Video-Coding-Meets-UHDTV-Broadcasting
http://www.ibc.org/page.cfm/Action=Visitor/VisitorID=4809


our reportage. We also met Andrew Dumbreck and asked him some questions as 

well. Prof Crawford and Mr Dumbreck were very nice to listen to. I wish I could 

visit their lectures one day; they seemed to me interesting teachers.  

 

Day 4 – Personal interest 

I saved my personal IBC mission till Saturday. Since me plan is to move to 

Slovenia straightly after my graduation, so my mission was to find Slovenian 

companies I could contact with about my future employment after graduation. I 

decided I should find what radio/broadcast related companies in Slovenia are 

interested in. It could help me get an idea what topic I could take for my diploma. 

Fortunately I succeeded, so I left the exhibition with some useful information, 

contacts (ELTI company) and cheerful ideas about my future. My feelings brought 

me to the Rising Star programme where I decided to stay for a while and look what 

it was about.  

The lectures were mostly about young people and ran by young people. It 

was interesting because it was not a usual format for such things. The topics of the 

discussions were mostly for not engineers so after a “Content in a Flash” session 

(by the way, Rising Star had very tasty lunch breaks!) I met Olga to continue 

filming around the exhibition.  

The IABM Design and Innovation Awards was a fun time. We were kindly 

invited to watch grown men being happy about their companies winning. It was a 

cute event, honestly. 

 

Day 5 – First experience at giving an interview 

Sunday was mostly about the exhibition and filming the report video. Olga 

and I visited several stands; especially I liked the Tektronix and Omnitek. They 

specialise on a similar thing: video & audio quality diagnosis of any definition.  

In the Sunday morning Lisa Collins invited us to give an interview for their 

IABM report video to put it on the webpage. Lorenzo Zanni asked us, all the 

granted students, several questions. I was nervous as never before but a chit-

http://www.ibc.org/page.cfm/Action=Visitor/VisitorID=5064


chatting with the student mates helped me here a lot. I am very glad IABM chooses 

good people to give them such a lucky opportunity to visit the IBC show. 

 

Day 6 – Slowing down 

Monday was an easy day. In the morning we met with Martin Parsons to 

have a short talk. I still wonder what the notes he was making during the chat were 

for. It looked very much like a job interview. But I liked it.  

Afterwards I went to walk 

around the Beatrixpark next to RAI 

Centre, a lovely place really. I like it 

about Europe – the parks there are 

wonderful in most of it. Amsterdam 

ones are as well: clean paths, comfy 

benches, variety of birds flying 

around.  

When I saw the conference programme the first time I was totally sure about 

going to the IBC Big Screen movie, particularly to “Inside Out”. I hadn’t watched 

it before so it was my good chance to see it in a great resolution with good sound. 

The session had a lovely atmosphere. Most of people love animation and the 

serious IBC delegates were not the exception. I assume it was a lovely ending for 

the tough week in RAI. But, of course, it was not the official end! 

 

Day 7 - Parting 

We needed to thank and say good-bye to IABM. Our last meeting happened 

in the same Lounge at 10 o’clock in the Tuesday morning. Then we were free as 

birds.  

 

I genuinely thank the IABM Educational Foundation for giving us such a 

wonderful opportunity to visit the IBC to get new experience and information. I 

feel very proud for being one of the students that got this chance.  


